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Scary and Smart
Which kind of scare

do teens prefer?
Scary and Smart

For a long time, horror movies have

been filled with special-effects gore. The

Freddy films (A Nightmare on Elm Street),

the Jason films (Friday the 13th), and Texas

Chainsaw Massacre are like looking into the 

window of a butcher shop. Blood, slashers, and

more blood seem to be the recipe for these films,

and they have a huge following. 

Recently however, there’s been a new wave of

horror movies. These flicks aren’t gory so much as

suspenseful. Like The Sixth Sense, which started

this most recent trend, these are horror movies

without the blood. What they do have is suspense.

Although plenty of teens flock to them, you might

call them “grown-up” horror movies.

Gross-out horror movies are so over the top

that they are sometimes funny. The Scream movies

managed to play off that humor while still giving

jolts of fright.  

Right now, grown-up horror is in style. From

The Ring to The Grudge, many of the most popular

are remakes of Japanese horror films. But you

don’t have to go to Japan to find a scary idea. Take

Open Water, a film based on the true story of a 

couple left behind on Australia’s Great Barrier

Reef by a scuba-boat tour.

We tried to find out if this trend toward more

serious scares is catching on with teens. So

we polled a sample

of teens about their

taste in horror

movies. Do they like

the gory movies or

the more serious

dread movies? The

answer seems to be,

“yes” to both.

Of the teens who

say they like to watch

horror movies, 61% said they like both

the gory Friday the 13th-style films,

and the more serious ones like The

Sixth Sense. Only 22% had a clear

preference of one over the other. 

The results show teens like horror

movies, period. 

However, if forced to choose, most

teens do lean toward more violent

movies, especially if they are also funny.

In our survey, the Scream movies were 

the top pick.  

But the answers made clear that teen viewers

who like horror movies like them in all styles. So

Hollywood can rest easy. As far as teens are 

concerned, as long as there’s a scare involved, they

are ready to scream.

Scary movies

come in many

varieties from

Scream 3 (top) to

to The Sixth

Sense (right). 

Fiction Link: Be sure to read “Don’t Go in the House,” Fiction and Poetry Card 8
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> Teens who
regularly go
to the movies
(in percentages) 

> What type
of horror
movie do you
like to see?

> Which is
your favorite
of these
movies or
movie series?

No opinion

5
Never go 
to horror
movies

22
Sometimes
go to horror

movies

38

Often go
to horror
movies

35

The Scream 
trilogy

36

The Ring 1
and 2 

18

The Night of the

Living Dead series

19

Freddy and 
Jason 

19

The Village 

8

Prefer less
bloody films like

The Sixth Sense

12

Prefer Friday 
the 13th-style
slasher films

17
Like both
equally

61

No preference

10

E x p o s i t o r y  7

Fiction Link: Be sure to read “Holiday on Ice,” Fiction and Poetry Card 7

There’s a mess hall, where the cookingequipment consists of microwave ovens and a coffee machine. Conditions are still muchbetter than those faced by early explorers,many of whom died trying to get to the Poleon foot. Today, only a few rugged adventurersstill arrive at Camp Borneo on skis.However, many do try to ski the last 60 miles to the Pole. Those who don’t feel likeit take another helicopter ride. One group ofRussian skydivers parachuted there.No Pole at the PoleIt’s hard to tell exactly where the Pole is,since the ice keeps moving and compasses areuseless that far north. The only way to be sureyou’re at the Pole is to use a satellite signal.Some tourists are disappointed to find there’snothing at the Pole but ice and more ice. Butat least visitors come home with a photo. Thenthey can tell their friends, “See, I was at theNorth Pole!”
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H ow would you like to go on vacation to aplace that’s cold and bleak? A place whereyou have to keep an eye out for polar bears?Does that sound like fun? Then a vacation atthe North Pole is for you!Yes, more and more people are picking theNorth Pole as their vacation spot. Gettingthere is hard and expensive. And there’s notmuch to do when you arrive. But that justseems to give visitors more to brag aboutwhen they return home.
Tourists at the Top of the WorldAbout 200 tourists a year go to the NorthPole. Just about anyone can do it, as long asyou’re ready to pay the fare. A vacation therecosts between $12,000 and $15,000. Most people travel by helicopter to Camp Borneo.The camp is really a collection of heated redand yellow tents about 60 miles from the Pole. Since there’s no land at the North Pole,Camp Borneo sits on a floating ice pack. Thetourist season is in early spring. In spring, the sun never sets north of the Arctic Circle.That means it’s always daylight at the camp.

Tourists travel on skis and snowshoes at theNorth Pole. They carry their supplies on sleds.
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Many animals and plants live in the sea.  Sea 
horses live in shallow water.  Starfi sh and sea urchins 
live in tide pools.  They are both small creatures.  They 
come and go with the tides.  

Whales can dive deep.  But they are mammals.  
Mammals have to come up for air.  Sharks are a kind 
of fi sh.  They do not need to come up for air.  They 
have gills to breathe.  They swim all the time.  They are 
always looking for fi sh to eat.

Sea Life
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LESSON 26

Eagle nests are called aeries.  Aeries are built in tall trees or on high cliffs or mountaintops.  Each spring, many eagles return to the same aeries they lived in before.  They add on to their aeries.  They want the nest to be big and cozy.

Eagles lay their eggs in their aeries.  The mother eagle sits on her eggs.  She stays there for a few weeks until the eggs hatch.  The father eagle brings her food.  He guards his family.  The mother lays one, two, or three eggs at a time.  When the babies hatch, they are called eaglets.

Eagles
A bald eagle arrives at a 
nest with two eaglets.
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LESSON 12

#11172 (i3167)—Targeted Reading Intervention, Level 2 
© Teacher Created Materials

www.tcmpub.com/texas-resources • (800) 858-7339

©Shell Education 
#50239—The Poet and the Professor: Poems for Building Reading Skills 

51

Poems © Brod Bagert

Earth is a  giant magnetand that’s  how the sailors know,
even on a  stormy night,which way their ship should go.For the magnet in each compass

always points a  path that’s  true,
and I suspect each human heart
has a  kind of magnet,  too.For sometimes it’s  just a  feeling

that can help my eyes to see
through the darkness of the night
to the path that’s  right for me.

The Compass Heartby Timothy Hickman

Metaphor Magic
I learned what makes a compass work,how the Earth’s magnetic attractionpulls the compass needle north,and I had a strange reaction.

Some things can be alike
even though they’re not the same.A football’s like a missile.

A thought is like a fl ame.

And that’s the kind of thing
I could write a poem about.
So I tried to write a compass poem,and this is what came out.

10773 (i1965) Exploring Nonfiction • Second Edition—Level 3 
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Menu
A menu tells you the dishes that are served at a restaurant.  

Menus may include descriptions of the dishes.  They also tell 

you the price for each dish.  They may use lots of adjectives to 

talk about their dishes.  These words are meant to make your 

mouth water and your stomach growl!
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Downtown
Diner “We’re Always Sunny-Side Up!”

Breakfast
 Two Farm-Fresh Eggs (scrambled, fried, boiled)  
  served with crisp potatoes and toast  . . . . . .$2.95
 Country-Style Omelet bursting with bacon bits,  
  tomato, onion, and swiss cheese served with  
  french fries and toast  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.95
 Crisp Waffles with square wells   to hold butter and syrup  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.50
  with strawberries or blueberries  . . . . . . . $4.25
 Home-Style Oatmeal    with cinnamon and raisins . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.95Beverages

  Coffee (regular or decaf) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.00
  Hot or Iced Tea (regular or decaf)  . . . . . . $1.00
  Hot Chocolate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.00
  Juice
   Fresh-Squeezed Orange or Grapefruit Juice,   
   Tomato Juice, or Apple Juice     Large . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.00
    Small  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.50
   Pomegranate Juice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.00
  Milk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.00Breakfast Sides Canadian Bacon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.25

 Ham  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.25
 Grits  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.75
 Bagel  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0.75
 Assorted Donuts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0.75ea
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Access hundreds of purposefully selected  
passages right at your fingertips

10772 (i1953) Exploring Nonfiction • Second Edition—Level 2 
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China
China is very big.  It has more people than any other 

country.  It is the third largest in size.  China is also 

one of the world’s oldest countries.  Look at this map.  

It shows some of China’s important places.
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China Fast Facts
•The Huang He is also called the Yellow River.  It gets its name from its yellow mud. 

•The Yangtze River is the longest river in Asia.

• Beijing is the capital of China.  The city is 3,000 years old.  In the center of Beijing  

is the Forbidden City.  It used to be home to the rulers.  They were called emperors.

•The Great Wall of China is 4,000 miles long.  It was built to keep out invaders.  

•Shanghai is China’s biggest city.  It is also home to the world’s tallest building.

•Hong Kong is one of the most modern cities in the world.
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It is hard to say what time is.  We cannot see it or 

touch it.  Time is when things happen.

Measuring time is important.  Clocks help you get 

to school on time.  Calendars help you know when it 

is your birthday.

In the past, people did 

not have clocks or calendars.  

People used the sun and 

moon to tell time.  They used 

the stars and planets, too.

Today we use clocks to tell 

time.  We use calendars to 

know when things will happen.  

These things help us keep track 

of time.

Measuring Time
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LESSON 22
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There are lots of pie graphs, but this 

is a real pie graph.  That is because it 

is all about pie.  We took a survey of 

third graders across the United States 

to find out what kind of pie they liked 

best.  The results are here in this graph.

To be fair to all kinds of pie, we 

included meat pies in the survey.  As 

you can see, they did not do very well 

against the dessert pies.  The number of 

students who liked meat pies best was 

tiny.  (Are you surprised?) 

Among the dessert pies, apple was 

the favorite.  Cherry pie was second.  

If your favorite pie does not appear 

here, don’t feel bad.  It may not have 

made the survey, but we are sure it is 

delicious.

Cherry

25%
Apple

34%

Peach

12%

Pecan

12%

All Meat  

Pies 
1%

Chocolate 

Meringue 

9%

Key Lime 

7%

“P

ie” 
Pie Graph

The Kids’  

Pie Poll
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Scientists are not usually celebrities, but 
astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson is well known.   
Dr. Tyson is the director of the Hayden Planetarium 
at the American Museum of Natural History 
in New York City.  He is the youngest person 
ever to hold this job.  He also hosts the PBS 
show Nova, Science Now.  As if that were 
not enough, he has written six books and 
hundreds of magazine articles.  When the 
late-night comedy show The Colbert Report 
wanted to interview someone about the fate 
of Pluto as a planet, who did they call?  Neil 
deGrasse Tyson, of course.

Tyson was born and raised in New York 
City.  As a child, he used to study the moon 
through a pair of binoculars while standing 
on the roof of his apartment building in the 
Bronx.  Like many city kids, his first clear 
view of the stars came during a visit to the 
Hayden Planetarium at the age of nine.  He 
never dreamed he would grow up to be its 
director.

When Tyson was 13, he went to an astronomy 
camp in the Mojave Desert in Arizona.  There, far 
from the city lights that make stargazing difficult, 
Tyson got his first look at the billions of stars in the Milky 
Way.  By then he had already decided he wanted to be an 
astronomer, even though in his neighborhood, “being 
smart was not on the list of things that got you respect.”

Tyson earned a B.A. in physics from Harvard University.  In college he was a member of the crew 
team and also joined the wrestling team.  He later earned a Ph.D. in astrophysics from Columbia 
University.

The Sky Is Not the Limit
A Biography of Neil deGrasse Tyson

Neil deGrasse Tyson

Science for the People
One of Tyson’s goals has always been 

to make science popular.  He wants to help 
nonscientists understand how modern science 
is affecting the world.  He also spends a lot of 
time encouraging an interest in science among 
young people.  

His advice to students who want to pursue a 
career in science?  “What you need, above 

all else, is a love for your subject, whatever it 
is.  Then, when hurdles are put in front of you, 
you’ve got the energy to overcome them.”

 Tyson continues to jump over hurdles, 
whether on television, at the planetarium, or 
in his books.  The title of his memoir, The Sky 
Is Not the Limit, sums up his attitude toward 
science and toward life.

Ted Thai

Spanish  
Available
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Scientists are not usually celebrities, but astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson is well known.   
Dr. Tyson is the director of the Hayden Planetarium 
at the American Museum of Natural History in New York City.  He is the youngest person ever to hold this job.  He also hosts the PBS show Nova, Science Now.  As if that were not enough, he has written six books and hundreds of magazine articles.  When the late-night comedy show The Colbert Report wanted to interview someone about the fate of Pluto as a planet, who did they call?  Neil deGrasse Tyson, of course.
Tyson was born and raised in New York City.  As a child, he used to study the moon through a pair of binoculars while standing on the roof of his apartment building in the Bronx.  Like many city kids, his first clear view of the stars came during a visit to the Hayden Planetarium at the age of nine.  He never dreamed he would grow up to be its director.

When Tyson was 13, he went to an astronomy 
camp in the Mojave Desert in Arizona.  There, far 
from the city lights that make stargazing difficult, 
Tyson got his first look at the billions of stars in the Milky 
Way.  By then he had already decided he wanted to be an 
astronomer, even though in his neighborhood, “being 
smart was not on the list of things that got you respect.”Tyson earned a B.A. in physics from Harvard University.  In college he was a member of the crew 

team and also joined the wrestling team.  He later earned a Ph.D. in astrophysics from Columbia 

University.

The Sky Is Not the LimitA Biography of Neil deGrasse Tyson

Neil deGrasse Tyson

Science for the PeopleOne of Tyson’s goals has always been to make science popular.  He wants to help nonscientists understand how modern science is affecting the world.  He also spends a lot of time encouraging an interest in science among young people.  
His advice to students who want to pursue a 

career in science?  “What you need, above 

all else, is a love for your subject, whatever it is.  Then, when hurdles are put in front of you, you’ve got the energy to overcome them.” Tyson continues to jump over hurdles, whether on television, at the planetarium, or in his books.  The title of his memoir, The Sky Is Not the Limit, sums up his attitude toward science and toward life.

Ted Thai

New

Created by Teachers for
Teachers and Students Grades K–8



Wide Reading
Research shows that the more students read high-quality texts, the better readers they become. Teachers can use 
Teacher Created Materials Leveled Texts as a resource for reading widely in the classroom. Choose from over 1,000 
short, engaging texts based on instructional purpose, reading level, genre, or student interest. Teacher Created 
Materials Leveled Texts includes a wide range of text types and genres including narrative fiction, nonfiction, graphic 
texts, and poetry.

Persuasive/
Argumentative Texts

Poems, Journals, 
and Graphic TextsContent-Area Texts

Students learn to be critical 
readers evaluating evidence 
and asking questions.

Students become nimble, real-world 
readers interacting with different 
formats and features.

Students learn to apply literacy 
skills to math, science, and 
social studies content.

Access hundreds of purposefully selected passages right at your fingertips.

Take students from skills practice to mastery with carefully curated collections of flexible-use, digital text 
passages from Teacher Created Materials’ vault of award-winning resources.

➤➤ Quickly and easily find the precise text needed for a specific instructional setting, saving  
precious time.

➤➤ Customize lessons and easily assess student progress.

➤➤ Guide students to develop the comprehension and critical thinking skills they need to succeed.

➤➤ One site license for the entire school makes it simple and affordable to deploy.

Teacher Created Materials Leveled Texts can be used in a variety of instructional settings and applications:

➤✔ Small-group, whole-group, tutorial, and before/after school sessions

➤✔ Comprehension and literacy skill practice

➤✔ Fluency practice

➤✔ Assessment and test preparation

Over 
1,000 
Texts

1
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Astronomer Madhulika Guhathakurta (mah-do-
lee-kah gwa-hath-ah-kurtah) works at NASA—the 
U.S.  space agency.  She likes to be called Lika.  NASA’s job is to study and explore space.  Lika’s 
job at NASA is to study the sun.  She runs a program called “Living With a Star.” 
That’s because the sun is a star.  It’s the closest star to Earth.  Even so, it is about 95 million miles 
(150 million km) away.  Of course, Lika has never 
traveled that far, but she has come a long way from 
her childhood in Calcutta, India.Lika began to study the sky when she was just 
a little girl.  “Indian nights are very hot,” she says.  
“And all Indian houses have a flat roof, where you 
can sit at night and cool off.  I spent so many hours 
up there, just staring at the sky.  I wondered about 
what was there.  I didn’t have a telescope, so I just 
looked at the stars and read about them.”After going to college in India, Lika came to the United States for more study.  Then she got her 

first job at an observatory.  That’s when her interest in the sun really began.  

 

What’s Up at NASA? Lika’s team is planning a NASA mission to launch a satellite.  The 
satellite will carry telescopes that will study the sun.  “We are asking a very big question,” she says when explaining 

her job.  “We want to know how and why the sun’s energy 
changes.  We want to know how that affects us here on 
Earth.”

Sometimes there is a big increase in the sun’s energy 
that reaches Earth.  That is called a solar storm.  Lika’s 
team is trying to understand solar storms better.Lika still likes to ask questions and wonder about the 
sky.  This is just as she did on that rooftop in India.  What 
she loves about her job is that it gives her the chance to 
find some answers.  

Madhulika Guhathakurta
Meet an Astronomer  Who Is Out of This World!
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I have two arms.
My arms are strong.
My arms help me to go.

arms

© Teacher Created Materials
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Hola!  Welcome to Argentina.  It’s a land 

rich in tradition and natural beauty.  This 

map shows just a few of the amazing places 

you’ll find in this South American nation.

Iguazú Falls Reef

The Iguazú Falls are one of the most 

amazing sights in South America.  They are 

along the Iguazú River, which separates 

Brazil and Argentina.  The horseshoe-

shaped falls are almost 2.5 miles (4.02 km) 

wide.  That’s four times as wide as Niagara 

Falls! 

Buenos Aires

Nearly 40 percent of Argentina’s 

population lives in the capital, Buenos 

Aires.  The city lies on the banks of the 

Rio de la Plata.  It’s the ninth-largest city 

in the world.  The city has 47 barrios, or 

neighborhoods, each with its own special 

character.

Córdoba 
Córdoba is a picture perfect city on 

the edge of a mountain range called the 

Sierra Chica.  It’s also within view of the 

Andes Mountains.  Córdoba is Argentina’s 

second-largest city.  Here, there are many 

museums, churches, and universities.  
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Argentina   

Argentina’s capital city is Buenos Aires

Patagonia
Patagonia is a large region in the southern part 

of the country.  The name Patagonia may come 

from the Spanish word Patagones.  That’s what 

Spanish explorers called the region’s original 

Indian settlers.  

Tierra del Fuego

Tierra del Fuego, or “Land of Fire,” is a group 

of islands south of the Strait of Magellan.  It’s 

along the southern tip of Argentina.  The area got 

its name from explorer Ferdinand Magellan.  He 

saw many fires there when he sailed through the 

strait in 1520.  Mostly Indians lived in the region 

until the 1880s.  The discovery of gold led many 

people from Argentina and Chile to move there.  

Since then, Argentina and Chile have shared the 

Land of Fire.
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A street in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, present day. 

TRANH, a man in his fifties stands before a café. He 

is well-dressed and has a large suitcase. NGUYEN, 

about 25, enters. He is wearing jeans and a T-shirt, 

listening to an MP3 player. 

TRANH: Excuse me, is this number 34? (Nguyen 

doesn’t hear, walks by.)

TRANH (louder): Excuse me! 

NGUYEN: Huh? (takes out earplugs)

TRANH: I said, I’m looking for number 34.

NGUYEN: You’re looking at it.

TRANH: I wasn’t sure. It looks exactly the same as 

it did years ago. I can’t believe it hasn’t changed.

NGUYEN: Oh. You’re one of them.

TRANH: One of what?

NGUYEN: Viet kieu. (beat) You know, Vietnamese 

Americans. Hey, do you have any CDs?

TRANH: CDs?

NGUYEN: Dr. Dre? Outkast? Never mind.

TRANH: I used to live here, above the café. It was 

a long time ago—before you were born. 

NGUYEN: My mom talks about those days all the 

time. The war, the Americans ... It’s history now. 

TRANH: It is history. My history, anyway. 

(Lights fade, leaving Tranh in a spotlight. YOUNG 

TRANH enters. He is in his late teens.)

YOUNG TRANH: Come on, Huong, we have to 

hurry! (Lights come up. Young Tranh is in front of 

the café. HUONG, his younger sister, enters.)

YOUNG TRANH: We have to get to the embassy! 

HUONG: Tranh, I can’t go.

YOUNG TRANH: You must. The government can’t 

last more than a few days. Then the communists 

will be here. They’re in the city already.

HUONG: I can’t leave Mother and Father, and 

they’re too old to go. Besides, one of us has to stay 

to run the café. Go. You’ll come back soon.

YOUNG TRANH: No one knows how long it will 

be. How will you and Mother and Father survive?

HUONG: We’ll be fine. The communists are 

Vietnamese just like us. 

YOUNG TRANH: But if they find out I worked for 

the Americans, they’ll punish you. They’ll take away 

the café.

HUONG: No, I’m staying. That will show them I’m 

loyal to my country. Tranh, go now. We will see 

each other again. (Tranh pauses, torn about which 

way to go.)

YOUNG TRANH (making a promise): We will see 

each other again. (He picks up his bag and hurries 

away. Lights fade. They come up on Tranh 

and Nguyen, as before.)

NGUYEN: Hey, Mr. Overseas, you’re going 

to like the new Vietnam. All you Viet kieu like 

it here—you all get rich. 

TRANH: Is that what you want? To get rich?

NGUYEN: Sure, and to go to America. What 

else is there?

TRANH: I don’t know. I just wanted to come 

home.

NGUYEN: Hey, whatever. Welcome home. 

(Nguyen exits.)

TRANH (to himself): Welcome home. (Tranh 

takes a step inside the café. Lights dim. )

HOMECOMING
HOMECOMING

LYNNE YO
SHII

© Teacher Created Materials
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Teenagers often get part-time jobs at fast-food or other types of restaurants.  When working with 

food, there are several important safety rules that must be followed.  This poster is similar to ones 

often posted in restaurant kitchens.  It reminds workers of important safety rules.

Food-Safety Poster
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Apples
Alex loves to eat apples. 

She eats them with nuts.  She eats them with cheese.  

She eats apples every day.  She even loves to drink them!

© Teacher Created Materials
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Nonfiction Link: Be sure to read “Wanted: A New Mascot,” Expository Card 9
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That little stump that wags and bumps,What does it say? It waves and jumps,And signals anger or devotion.It tells a tale full of emotion.
Somehow a smile or growl or giggle  Are transmitted by a wiggle. But how are joy or a heart breaking,Indicated by tail shaking?

I wish I knew how upon meetingOther tails, it sends a greeting.How can you tell a foe from friendBy what it’s doing at the end?
It could be pedigree or cur,It could be hairless or with fur.Short or long or in between,A canine brains know what they mean.

A doggie code is what they see,They look like wagging tails to me. My poor brain can’t figure outWhich wag’s a whisper, which a shout. 
Still even if this code I knew,There isn’t much that I could do.I’d understand it, sure, but IWould not be able to reply.

For a tail is something a human lacks,We talk with our mouths but not ourbacks.
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A Tale of Tails
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2 World Cup  
Calculations

Dear Hiro,
Have you been watching the World Cup soccer championship?  I’ve been doing my best to catch the games.  Most of them are on television during the day when I’m at school.  They replay the U.S. games at night.  I have to be careful not to see the results on the news or the Internet.  That way I can watch and be surprised.

I know you’re not a soccer fan, but you’re really missing something.  First of all, soccer is a terrific game.  It’s got even more constant motion than basketball.  The action never stops.  Also, the games are low scoring, so when someone gets a goal, it really means something.  
The best part of the World Cup is that there are teams from all over.  A lot of the players are on pro teams.  For example, during the year, David Beckham used to play for Real Madrid.  As of August 2007, he now plays for the Los Angeles Galaxy.  When it comes to the World Cup, he plays for England.

In case you have trouble following it, here’s how it works.  In the first round, the 32 teams are divided into groups of 4.  Each team plays every other team in the group.  A team gets 3 points for every win and 1 point for a tie.  (No points if you lose.)
The 2 teams with the most points move on to the next round.  If 2 teams are tied at the end of the round, the team with the best scoring record advances.  Judges compare goals scored by the team and goals scored against the team.  
After the group play, the teams move into the round of 16.  From then on, every round is a knockout round, or sudden death.  That means if you lose a game, you’re out of the tournament.  From the round of 16, 8 teams move to the quarterfinals, then 4 teams to the semifinals, and the last 2 teams play in the finals.  The losers of the semifinal game play a game to see who wins third place.  
You ought to check it out.  You’ll see why the World Cup is the world’s biggest sports event.  If you like it as much as I do, you can start saving your money so we can go to the World Cup in 2010.  That year it will be in South Africa!

   ` Your friend,
    NateM
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Scientists are not usually celebrities, but 
astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson is well known.   
Dr. Tyson is the director of the Hayden Planetarium 
at the American Museum of Natural History 
in New York City.  He is the youngest person 
ever to hold this job.  He also hosts the PBS 
show Nova, Science Now.  As if that were 
not enough, he has written six books and 
hundreds of magazine articles.  When the 
late-night comedy show The Colbert Report 
wanted to interview someone about the fate 
of Pluto as a planet, who did they call?  Neil 
deGrasse Tyson, of course.

Tyson was born and raised in New York 
City.  As a child, he used to study the moon 
through a pair of binoculars while standing 
on the roof of his apartment building in the 
Bronx.  Like many city kids, his first clear 
view of the stars came during a visit to the 
Hayden Planetarium at the age of nine.  He 
never dreamed he would grow up to be its 
director.

When Tyson was 13, he went to an astronomy 
camp in the Mojave Desert in Arizona.  There, far 
from the city lights that make stargazing difficult, 
Tyson got his first look at the billions of stars in the Milky 
Way.  By then he had already decided he wanted to be an 
astronomer, even though in his neighborhood, “being 
smart was not on the list of things that got you respect.”

Tyson earned a B.A. in physics from Harvard University.  In college he was a member of the crew 
team and also joined the wrestling team.  He later earned a Ph.D. in astrophysics from Columbia 
University.

The Sky Is Not the Limit
A Biography of Neil deGrasse Tyson

Neil deGrasse Tyson

Science for the People
One of Tyson’s goals has always been 

to make science popular.  He wants to help 
nonscientists understand how modern science 
is affecting the world.  He also spends a lot of 
time encouraging an interest in science among 
young people.  

His advice to students who want to pursue a 
career in science?  “What you need, above 

all else, is a love for your subject, whatever it 
is.  Then, when hurdles are put in front of you, 
you’ve got the energy to overcome them.”

 Tyson continues to jump over hurdles, 
whether on television, at the planetarium, or 
in his books.  The title of his memoir, The Sky 
Is Not the Limit, sums up his attitude toward 
science and toward life.

Ted Thai

Pikoi was the greatest archer who ever lived.
He came from the island of Kauai. When he

was a young boy, his older sister Kauio was
married to a chief named Pawaa from the
island of Oahu. Before she left, Pikoi’s sister
gave him four magic arrows. “Use these arrows
wisely,” she told him. “You will only have four.”

Pikoi saved the magic arrows and practiced
with regular arrows until he was the best archer
in all the Hawaiian Islands. He grew up into a
brave man who had many adventures. He used
one magic arrow to kill a giant squid. He used
another to win a shooting contest held by the
king of Oahu. He used a third arrow to kill two

evil birds for the king of the island of
Hawaii. As a reward, he was told he
could marry a royal princess, Hokulani.

Pikoi became famous and well-liked
for his bravery, but there was one man
who hated him. That was Mainele, who
was also an archer. Mainele was jealous
of Pikoi’s great skill and fame. 

One day, after Pikoi and Hokulani
had returned to Oahu, the great

archer was invited to go surfing
with King Kakuhi-hewa and

his queen, Kahamalui. It
was forbidden for anyone
to ride on the same wave

as the queen. Pikoi was to wait until the
queen had caught a wave, and then he
would catch the next one. 

A young man named Apiki swam 
out to where Pikoi was sitting on his
surfboard and told him, “I will give you
a signal when the queen has caught her

wave. Then you can surf the next one.”
Pikoi didn’t know that Apiki was

friends with Mainele, the
archer who hated him.

Pikoi waited until he
saw the signal from
Apiki. But when he
stood up on his board
he saw that he had been

tricked—he was riding the
same wave as the queen! When he got to the
beach the queen’s servants surrounded him.
“You have ridden the queen’s wave!” they cried.
“The penalty is death!” 

Pikoi was helpless. He was about to be
killed when his sister Kauio ran up. “Pikoi 
was tricked!” she cried. “Apiki and Mainele
plotted this!”

When the queen heard what had happened,
she ordered Pikoi freed. Mainele and Apiki 
fled for their lives. Pikoi took his wife back to
his home on Kauai, and they lived out their
lives in peace.

F i c t i o n  a n d  P o e t r y  9 M y t h
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P ikoi was the greatest archer who ever lived.He came from the island of Kauai. When hewas a young boy, his older sister Kauio wasmarried to a chief named Pawaa from theisland of Oahu. Before she left, Pikoi’s sistergave him four magic arrows. “Use these arrowswisely,” she told him. “You will only have four.”Pikoi saved the magic arrows and practicedwith regular arrows until he was the best archer
in all the Hawaiian Islands. He grew up into abrave man who had many adventures. He usedone magic arrow to kill a giant squid. He usedanother to win a shooting contest held by theking of Oahu. He used a third arrow to kill two

evil birds for the king of the island ofHawaii. As a reward, he was told hecould marry a royal princess, Hokulani.Pikoi became famous and well-likedfor his bravery, but there was one manwho hated him. That was Mainele, whowas also an archer. Mainele was jealousof Pikoi’s great skill and fame. One day, after Pikoi and Hokulanihad returned to Oahu, the greatarcher was invited to go surfingwith King Kakuhi-hewa andhis queen, Kahamalui. Itwas forbidden for anyoneto ride on the same waveas the queen. Pikoi was to wait until thequeen had caught a wave, and then hewould catch the next one. A young man named Apiki swam out to where Pikoi was sitting on hissurfboard and told him, “I will give youa signal when the queen has caught herwave. Then you can surf the next one.”Pikoi didn’t know that Apiki wasfriends with Mainele, thearcher who hated him.
Pikoi waited until hesaw the signal fromApiki. But when hestood up on his boardhe saw that he had beentricked—he was riding thesame wave as the queen! When he got to thebeach the queen’s servants surrounded him.“You have ridden the queen’s wave!” they cried.

“The penalty is death!” Pikoi was helpless. He was about to bekilled when his sister Kauio ran up. “Pikoi was tricked!” she cried. “Apiki and Maineleplotted this!”
When the queen heard what had happened,

she ordered Pikoi freed. Mainele and Apiki fled for their lives. Pikoi took his wife back tohis home on Kauai, and they lived out theirlives in peace.
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Informational Texts
Students build background 
knowledge and learn new 
vocabulary and content-area 
information that explains the 
world and how it works.

Narrative 
Fiction Texts
Students learn literary 
elements that include 
character, setting, conflict, 
and resolution.



Balanced Literacy Framework
Teacher Created Materials Leveled Texts assists teachers in providing a rich variety of reading 
experiences from teacher-led to student-led. These resources encompass the elements students 
need to master reading. Teachers can flexibly use Teacher Created Materials Leveled Texts 
within any of these components of the Balanced Literacy Framework.

Read Aloud
Read Teacher Created Materials Leveled Texts 
from a teacher device, such as a desktop, 
laptop, or tablet

Shared Reading
Project Teacher Created Materials Leveled 
Texts on a screen with a small group of 
students or whole class

Guided Reading
Distribute Teacher Created Materials 
Leveled Texts on student devices, 
such as a computer, or print and 
share to a small group

Close Reading
Print and distribute Teacher 
Created Materials Leveled Texts 
for annotating

Paired Reading
Distribute different Teacher Created 
Materials Leveled Texts on student devices 
based on the needs of each student pair to 
practice fluent reading

Independent Reading
Distribute a selection of Teacher Created Materials Leveled 
Texts on student devices based on their interest and 
instructional needs

Balanced 
Literacy



Save time searching for practice tests by 
utilizing hundreds of short and engaging 
passages across reading levels, genres, and 
content areas.

Digital Texts

Comprehension and vocabulary questions written 
by Texas educators and designed to mirror the style 
and format of the STAAR question stems.

STAAR Spotlight Assessments

Alien Limericks

Directions: Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question.  Then, �ll in 
the answer on your answer document. 

1. The poet uses the third limerick of the poem to —

A show that an alien might be an intelligent creature

B explain how an alien will interact with humans

C suggest that an alien may be confused by Earth’s ways

D emphasize the di�erences between an alien race and the human race

2. Which line from one of the limericks suggests that the alien is not hostile?

A He landed one night, / Had a terrible fright

B ’Twas because of a dream, / That he thought Earth’s ice cream

C When the cop saw the alien fleet, / Of bugs with 6 eyes and 10 feet

D There once was a friendly ET, / Who came from a far galaxy

3. The dialogue in the second limerick —
A emphasizes the hostile nature of the alien

B contrasts the cop and the alien

C expresses the idea that aliens visit Earth often 

D describes the aliens’ spaceship

4. The poet creates a feeling of —

A wonder and excitement

B fun and light-heartedness

C nostalgia and whimsy

D fear and anxiety

STAAR Spotlight Comprehension Assessment

© Teacher Created Materials
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Alien Limericks

Directions: Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question.  Then, �ll in 
the answer on your answer document. 

1. The poet uses the third limerick of the poem to —

A show that an alien might be an intelligent creature

B explain how an alien will interact with humans

C suggest that an alien may be confused by Earth’s ways

D emphasize the di�erences between an alien race and the human race

2. Which line from one of the limericks suggests that the alien is not hostile?

A He landed one night, / Had a terrible fright

B ’Twas because of a dream, / That he thought Earth’s ice cream

C When the cop saw the alien fleet, / Of bugs with 6 eyes and 10 feet

D There once was a friendly ET, / Who came from a far galaxy

3. The dialogue in the second limerick —
A emphasizes the hostile nature of the alien

B contrasts the cop and the alien

C expresses the idea that aliens visit Earth often 

D describes the aliens’ spaceship

4. The poet creates a feeling of —

A wonder and excitement

B fun and light-heartedness

C nostalgia and whimsy

D fear and anxiety

STAAR Spotlight Comprehension Assessment
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Model lessons guide teachers to instruct 
and support student practice of the key 
comprehension skills.

Lessons aligned 
to the new 
ELAR TEKS

Model Comprehension 
Skill Lessons

Comprehension Skill:  Generate Questions (Grades 3-5)

Objectives

• Learn to generate questions before, during, and after 
reading text.

• Use text and text features to clarify meaning and 
ask questions.

Introduce the Comprehension Skill

Use the following details to introduce and describe the 
comprehension skill.

• Readers generate questions to make sense of texts. Questions help readers focus, find deeper meaning, and 
clarify information. 

• Ask questions to wonder.  Be curious about the topic. Guess what will happen.
• Ask questions to clarify:  Ask about unfamiliar words. Ask about confusing details.
• Ask questions to be skeptical:  Question details that are hard to believe.
• Encourage students to ask questions before, during, and after reading.

Model the Comprehension Skill

• Choose a passage.
• Read the first half of the passage aloud, modeling fluent reading.
• Think aloud before, during, and after asking questions that make you wonder, to clarify, or be skeptical.
• Use sentence frames below to help generate questions and discussion.

Practice the Comprehension Skill 

• Choose a second passage.
• Have students read the passage.
• Have students record questions they have before, during, and after reading. 
• Encourage students to use language frames below.
• Discuss in small groups which questions were asked and answered or remained unanswered. 

Reflect

Come together as a group. Have students discuss 
when this skill is used and why readers need to 

Suggested Passages for Instruction

• A New Game
• Alexander the Great
• Earth and Space: Erosion
• Multiplying Two- and Three-Digit Numbers

Language Frames for starting discussions

I wonder (if, when, how, why) ______________. (Wonder)

What does the author mean by ______________? (Clarify)

How can it be true that _______________? (Be skeptical)

© Teacher Created Materials

Model Lesson

Comprehension Skill:  Generate Questions (Grades 3-5)

Objectives

• Learn to generate questions before, during, and after 
reading text.

• Use text and text features to clarify meaning and 
ask questions.

Introduce the Comprehension Skill

Use the following details to introduce and describe the 
comprehension skill.

• Readers generate questions to make sense of texts. Questions help readers focus, find deeper meaning, and 
clarify information. 

• Ask questions to wonder.  Be curious about the topic. Guess what will happen.
• Ask questions to clarify:  Ask about unfamiliar words. Ask about confusing details.
• Ask questions to be skeptical:  Question details that are hard to believe.
• Encourage students to ask questions before, during, and after reading.

Model the Comprehension Skill

• Choose a passage.
• Read the first half of the passage aloud, modeling fluent reading.
• Think aloud before, during, and after asking questions that make you wonder, to clarify, or be skeptical.
• Use sentence frames below to help generate questions and discussion.

Practice the Comprehension Skill 

• Choose a second passage.
• Have students read the passage.
• Have students record questions they have before, during, and after reading. 
• Encourage students to use language frames below.
• Discuss in small groups which questions were asked and answered or remained unanswered. 

Reflect

Come together as a group. Have students discuss 
when this skill is used and why readers need to 

Suggested Passages for Instruction

• A New Game
• Alexander the Great
• Earth and Space: Erosion
• Multiplying Two- and Three-Digit Numbers

Language Frames for starting discussions

I wonder (if, when, how, why) ______________. (Wonder)

What does the author mean by ______________? (Clarify)

How can it be true that _______________? (Be skeptical)

© Teacher Created Materials

Model Lesson

The blank lesson templates can be 
customized to use with any text, 
providing additional flexibility.

Customizable 
Lesson Templates

Comprehension Skill:  Generate Questions (Grades K-2)

Objectives

• Learn to generate questions before, during, and after
reading text.

• Use text and text features to clarify meaning and
ask questions.

Introduce the Comprehension Skill

Use the following details to introduce and describe the 
comprehension skill.

• Readers generate questions to make sense of texts.
• Ask questions to wonder. Be curious about the topic.
• Ask questions to make something clear. Get help with confusing words.
• Ask questions to make sure details are true. Ask for more information about details that are hard to believe.
• Encourage students to ask questions before, during, and after reading.

Model the Comprehension Skill

• Do a picture walk with reading selection.

• Ask students what they see.  ________________________________________________________

• Think aloud to model asking questions before reading.______________________________________

• Use one of the language frames below to ask questions. ____________________________________

Practice the Comprehension Skill 

• Read the selection aloud, modeling fluent reading.
• Have students think of questions during and after reading.
• Have students write or draw their questions.
• Encourage students to use the language frames below.
• Discuss the questions they had in pairs and if they were answered. _____________________________

Reflect

Come together as a group. Discuss how their questions helped them to better understand the text. 

Passages for Instruction

•  _____________________________

•  _____________________________

Language Frames for starting discussions

I wonder (if, why, when, how) ____________________. (Wonder)

What happened when __________________? (Clarify)

How can it be true that _______________________? (Find Truth)

© Teacher Created Materials

Model Lesson Template

Comprehension Skill:  Generate Questions (Grades K-2)

Objectives

• Learn to generate questions before, during, and after
reading text.

• Use text and text features to clarify meaning and
ask questions.

Introduce the Comprehension Skill

Use the following details to introduce and describe the 
comprehension skill.

• Readers generate questions to make sense of texts.
• Ask questions to wonder. Be curious about the topic.
• Ask questions to make something clear. Get help with confusing words.
• Ask questions to make sure details are true. Ask for more information about details that are hard to believe.
• Encourage students to ask questions before, during, and after reading.

Model the Comprehension Skill

• Do a picture walk with reading selection.

• Ask students what they see.  ________________________________________________________

• Think aloud to model asking questions before reading.______________________________________

• Use one of the language frames below to ask questions. ____________________________________

Practice the Comprehension Skill 

• Read the selection aloud, modeling fluent reading.
• Have students think of questions during and after reading.
• Have students write or draw their questions.
• Encourage students to use the language frames below.
• Discuss the questions they had in pairs and if they were answered. _____________________________

Reflect

Come together as a group. Discuss how their questions helped them to better understand the text. 

Passages for Instruction

•  _____________________________

•  _____________________________

Language Frames for starting discussions

I wonder (if, why, when, how) ____________________. (Wonder)

What happened when __________________? (Clarify)

How can it be true that _______________________? (Find Truth)

© Teacher Created Materials

Model Lesson Template

Digital Index

Quick and easy "how-to" guide provides 
technical and instructional support.

Quick Start Guide

Each school site license includes:
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Scientists are not usually celebrities, but 
astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson is well known.   
Dr. Tyson is the director of the Hayden Planetarium 
at the American Museum of Natural History 
in New York City.  He is the youngest person 
ever to hold this job.  He also hosts the PBS 
show Nova, Science Now.  As if that were 
not enough, he has written six books and 
hundreds of magazine articles.  When the 
late-night comedy show The Colbert Report 
wanted to interview someone about the fate 
of Pluto as a planet, who did they call?  Neil 
deGrasse Tyson, of course.

Tyson was born and raised in New York 
City.  As a child, he used to study the moon 
through a pair of binoculars while standing 
on the roof of his apartment building in the 
Bronx.  Like many city kids, his first clear 
view of the stars came during a visit to the 
Hayden Planetarium at the age of nine.  He 
never dreamed he would grow up to be its 
director.

When Tyson was 13, he went to an astronomy 
camp in the Mojave Desert in Arizona.  There, far 
from the city lights that make stargazing difficult, 
Tyson got his first look at the billions of stars in the Milky 
Way.  By then he had already decided he wanted to be an 
astronomer, even though in his neighborhood, “being 
smart was not on the list of things that got you respect.”

Tyson earned a B.A. in physics from Harvard University.  In college he was a member of the crew 
team and also joined the wrestling team.  He later earned a Ph.D. in astrophysics from Columbia 
University.

The Sky Is Not the Limit
A Biography of Neil deGrasse Tyson

Neil deGrasse Tyson

Science for the People
One of Tyson’s goals has always been 

to make science popular.  He wants to help 
nonscientists understand how modern science 
is affecting the world.  He also spends a lot of 
time encouraging an interest in science among 
young people.  

His advice to students who want to pursue a 
career in science?  “What you need, above 

all else, is a love for your subject, whatever it 
is.  Then, when hurdles are put in front of you, 
you’ve got the energy to overcome them.”

 Tyson continues to jump over hurdles, 
whether on television, at the planetarium, or 
in his books.  The title of his memoir, The Sky 
Is Not the Limit, sums up his attitude toward 
science and toward life.

Ted Thai

Pikoi was the greatest archer who ever lived.
He came from the island of Kauai. When he

was a young boy, his older sister Kauio was
married to a chief named Pawaa from the
island of Oahu. Before she left, Pikoi’s sister
gave him four magic arrows. “Use these arrows
wisely,” she told him. “You will only have four.”

Pikoi saved the magic arrows and practiced
with regular arrows until he was the best archer
in all the Hawaiian Islands. He grew up into a
brave man who had many adventures. He used
one magic arrow to kill a giant squid. He used
another to win a shooting contest held by the
king of Oahu. He used a third arrow to kill two

evil birds for the king of the island of
Hawaii. As a reward, he was told he
could marry a royal princess, Hokulani.

Pikoi became famous and well-liked
for his bravery, but there was one man
who hated him. That was Mainele, who
was also an archer. Mainele was jealous
of Pikoi’s great skill and fame. 

One day, after Pikoi and Hokulani
had returned to Oahu, the great

archer was invited to go surfing
with King Kakuhi-hewa and

his queen, Kahamalui. It
was forbidden for anyone
to ride on the same wave

as the queen. Pikoi was to wait until the
queen had caught a wave, and then he
would catch the next one. 

A young man named Apiki swam 
out to where Pikoi was sitting on his
surfboard and told him, “I will give you
a signal when the queen has caught her

wave. Then you can surf the next one.”
Pikoi didn’t know that Apiki was

friends with Mainele, the
archer who hated him.

Pikoi waited until he
saw the signal from
Apiki. But when he
stood up on his board
he saw that he had been

tricked—he was riding the
same wave as the queen! When he got to the
beach the queen’s servants surrounded him.
“You have ridden the queen’s wave!” they cried.
“The penalty is death!” 

Pikoi was helpless. He was about to be
killed when his sister Kauio ran up. “Pikoi 
was tricked!” she cried. “Apiki and Mainele
plotted this!”

When the queen heard what had happened,
she ordered Pikoi freed. Mainele and Apiki 
fled for their lives. Pikoi took his wife back to
his home on Kauai, and they lived out their
lives in peace.

F i c t i o n  a n d  P o e t r y  9 M y t h

Nonfiction Link: Be sure to read “Son of ‘Summer,’” Narrative Nonfiction Card 12
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Sudoku?
People around the globe are going Sudoku 

crazy.  In case you don’t know, Sudoku is the 
clever number game.  It can be found in puzzle 
books, magazines, and newspapers.  It can even 
be found online.  

Sudoku has been around since 1979.  Back 
then it was called, “Number Puzzle.”  The game 
had to travel from the United States to Japan 
to really catch on.  In 1986, it appeared in a 
Japanese newspaper.  It became very popular.  
In 2004, the puzzles were in newspapers in 
England.  After it became a craze there, it 
traveled back to the United States.  

Alastair Chisholm is a Sudoku expert.  He 
says the puzzle may have started much earlier 
than the 1970s.  “Some people have even chased 
the idea back to the 18th century,” he says.

The object of the puzzle is to fill in all the 
missing numbers in a grid.  Each row has nine 
squares.  Each column has nine squares.  Each 
box has nine squares (see diagram).  When the 
puzzle is complete, every row, column, and 
box must contain each of the numbers from 1 
through 9.  The numbers can be used only once.  
In every Sudoku puzzle, some of the numbers in 
the grid have already been filled in.  You have to 
work out the number that goes into each empty 
square.  “Sudoku experts are very patient,” 
warns Chisholm.  “To solve a puzzle you need to 
use your brain and keep trying!”

Many Sudoku puzzles are created by 
computers.  “You can create very easy ones and 
absolutely [difficult] ones,” says Chisholm.  He 
has written books on Sudoku.  He also runs a 
website called Sudoku-san.  Teachers are in 
on the craze, too.  “Some schools are using the 
puzzles to get kids to realize that numbers can 
be fascinating,” he says.
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Sudoku?People around the globe are going Sudoku 
crazy.  In case you don’t know, Sudoku is the clever number game.  It can be found in puzzle 
books, magazines, and newspapers.  It can even 
be found online.  Sudoku has been around since 1979.  Back 
then it was called, “Number Puzzle.”  The game 
had to travel from the United States to Japan 
to really catch on.  In 1986, it appeared in a Japanese newspaper.  It became very popular.  
In 2004, the puzzles were in newspapers in England.  After it became a craze there, it traveled back to the United States.  Alastair Chisholm is a Sudoku expert.  He says the puzzle may have started much earlier 

than the 1970s.  “Some people have even chased 
the idea back to the 18th century,” he says.The object of the puzzle is to fill in all the missing numbers in a grid.  Each row has nine 

squares.  Each column has nine squares.  Each 
box has nine squares (see diagram).  When the 
puzzle is complete, every row, column, and box must contain each of the numbers from 1 
through 9.  The numbers can be used only once.  
In every Sudoku puzzle, some of the numbers in 
the grid have already been filled in.  You have to 
work out the number that goes into each empty 
square.  “Sudoku experts are very patient,” warns Chisholm.  “To solve a puzzle you need to 
use your brain and keep trying!”Many Sudoku puzzles are created by computers.  “You can create very easy ones and 

absolutely [difficult] ones,” says Chisholm.  He 
has written books on Sudoku.  He also runs a 
website called Sudoku-san.  Teachers are in on the craze, too.  “Some schools are using the 
puzzles to get kids to realize that numbers can 
be fascinating,” he says.
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A passage list that can be filtered by Guided 
Reading or Lexile® level, content area, genre,  
and topic makes finding the perfect passage  
quick and easy.

Components (cont.)

Model Lessons and Templates

TCM Leveled Texts includes model lessons that can be used to teach 
or practice the key comprehension skills listed below. The lessons are 
organized by grade level band: K–2, 3–5, and 6–8. Each lesson includes 
an introduction to the comprehension skill, teacher model and prompts, 
and skill‑specific language frames to support students in using the 
language of the skill.

Use the corresponding lesson templates to customize the model lesson to 
selected TCM Leveled Texts and selected students.

Comprehension Skills

• establish purpose for reading
• generate questions
• make/confirm predictions
• create mental images
• make connections
• make inferences
• evaluate details
• synthesize information
• monitor comprehension

Com
prehension Skill: Establish Purpose for Reading (Grades 3–5

)

Objectives

• Establish a purpose for reading.
• Look for supporting information.

Introduce the Comprehension Skill

Use the following details to introduce and describe the 

comprehension skill.
• The author’s purpose tells what the author wants the 

reader to get from the text. Often authors have a main 

purpose and a secondary purpose.
• Use text features and key words to help determine a purpose for reading.

• One purpose for reading is to make an informed decision. Look for opinion words, evidence, or a call to action.

• Another purpose for reading is to learn about something. Look for describing words, facts, or charts.

• You can also just read to have fun. Look for dramatic words, humor, or suspense.

Model the Comprehension Skill

• Choose a passage.• Read the fi rst half of the passage aloud, modeling fl uent reading.

• Think aloud to model how to use the features mentioned above to determine the main purpose for reading.

• Use one of the language frames below to model stating the purpose for reading.

• Finish reading passage.
Practice the Comprehension Skill

• Choose a second passage.• Have students read the selection.
• Have students determine a main purpose for reading. 

• Encourage students to use the language frames below.

• Discuss in small groups to reach consensus using evidence from the text.

Reflect

Come together as a group. Discuss 
when they should use this skill and 
how identifying a purpose for reading 
changes the way they read.

Suggested Passages for Instruction

• Bothersome Benjamin• The Supersize U.S.?• Global Health: We Can Help• Tornadoes + Hurricanes

Language Frames for Establishing Purpose for Reading

My purpose for reading is  ________________ . 

One thing I learned is ___________________ . 

After reading this, I believe _______________ . 

Model Lesson

103558—Model Lesson: Grades 3–5

© Teacher Created Materials

6 TCM Leveled Texts—Quick Start Guide

How to Use This Product

Multiple Instructional Formats
TCM Leveled Texts brings engaging, complex texts to the classroom in 
the most flexible way possible. The texts can be projected, distributed 
to devices, or printed helping teachers provide a rich variety of 
reading experiences.

Read Aloud

Project a text for 
whole‑group 
instruction.

Shared ReadingProject a text on a screen with a small group of students.

Test Prep 

Distribute a text to student devices and print the accompanying assessment.

Supplemental 

Instruction

Customize a model lesson on a teacher device.

2 TCM Leveled Texts—Quick Start Guide

Quick Start Guide



From Practice to Mastery: Model Comprehension Skill Lessons

The model lessons guide teachers to create simple routines for practicing key comprehension skills 
from Strand 2 of the new TEKS. Each lesson includes an introduction to the comprehension skill, 
teacher model and prompts, and skill-specific language frames to support students in using the skill. 
Students can practice a single skill multiple times across a variety of texts, building fluency and mastery 
of each skill.

Key comprehension skills:

➤✔ Establish purpose  
for reading

➤✔ Generate questions

➤✔ Make/confirm predictions

➤✔ Create mental images

➤✔ Make connections

➤✔ Make inferences 

➤✔ Evaluate details

➤✔ Synthesize information

➤✔ Monitor comprehension

Assessments and Test Preparation
As standards have become more rigorous, assessments that measure progress have grown to require higher-level 
thinking and precise comprehension of directions and format. Students and teachers need high-quality resources 
that present students with engaging content as well as questions that will prepare them for today’s tests.

STAAR Spotlight Assessments:

➤✔ Written to measure Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills 
(TEKS)

➤✔ Created by Texas educators

➤✔ Teach test-taking skills

➤✔ Gather data for student grouping and instructional decisions 

➤✔ Formatted in the style of STAAR Assessment

➤✔ Provide student opportunities for test-practice

➤✔ Measure student comprehension performance

Do You Sudoku?

Directions: Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question. 

Then �ll in the answer on your answer document.

1. The author begins the selection with the details in paragraph 1 to —

A explain the di�erence between a magazine and online

B show all the places where Sudoku can be found

C describe what Sudoku is

2. The author included paragraphs 2 and 3 most likely to —

A show the history of Sudoku puzzles

B tell who Alastair Chisholm is

C give reasons why Sudoku is so much fun

3. Based on the information in this selection, what can the reader infer about 

Alastair Chisholm?

A He is a math teacher.

B He travels around the world.

4. He knows a lot about Sudoku.According to the selection —

A Sudoku puzzles are not allowed in school.

B Sudoku are only found in books.

C Sudoku can be made on the computer.

STAAR Spotlight Comprehension Assessment

© Teacher Created Materials
1

Name: __________________________________  Date: ______________

Alien Limericks
Directions: Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question.  Then, �ll in 

the answer on your answer document. 
1. The poet uses the third limerick of the poem to —A show that an alien might be an intelligent creatureB explain how an alien will interact with humansC suggest that an alien may be confused by Earth’s waysD emphasize the di�erences between an alien race and the human race2. Which line from one of the limericks suggests that the alien is not hostile?
A He landed one night, / Had a terrible frightB ’Twas because of a dream, / That he thought Earth’s ice cream

C When the cop saw the alien fleet, / Of bugs with 6 eyes and 10 feet
D There once was a friendly ET, / Who came from a far galaxy

3. The dialogue in the second limerick —A emphasizes the hostile nature of the alienB contrasts the cop and the alien
C expresses the idea that aliens visit Earth often D describes the aliens’ spaceship

4. The poet creates a feeling of —
A wonder and excitement
B fun and light-heartedness
C nostalgia and whimsy
D fear and anxiety

STAAR Spotlight Comprehension Assessment

© Teacher Created Materials

1

Name: ________________________________________  Date: ________________

Teacher Created Materials Leveled Texts 
empower teachers to provide:

More explicit instruction

More modeling

More practice

More feedback

More Language Scaffolding

Comprehension Skill:  Generate Questions (Grades 3-5)

Objectives

• Learn to generate questions before, during, and after 
reading text.

• Use text and text features to clarify meaning and 
ask questions.

Introduce the Comprehension Skill

Use the following details to introduce and describe the 
comprehension skill.

• Readers generate questions to make sense of texts. Questions help readers focus, find deeper meaning, and 
clarify information. 

• Ask questions to wonder.  Be curious about the topic. Guess what will happen.
• Ask questions to clarify:  Ask about unfamiliar words. Ask about confusing details.
• Ask questions to be skeptical:  Question details that are hard to believe.
• Encourage students to ask questions before, during, and after reading.

Model the Comprehension Skill

• Choose a passage.
• Read the first half of the passage aloud, modeling fluent reading.
• Think aloud before, during, and after asking questions that make you wonder, to clarify, or be skeptical.
• Use sentence frames below to help generate questions and discussion.

Practice the Comprehension Skill 

• Choose a second passage.
• Have students read the passage.
• Have students record questions they have before, during, and after reading. 
• Encourage students to use language frames below.
• Discuss in small groups which questions were asked and answered or remained unanswered. 

Reflect

Come together as a group. Have students discuss 
when this skill is used and why readers need to 

Suggested Passages for Instruction

• A New Game
• Alexander the Great
• Earth and Space: Erosion
• Multiplying Two- and Three-Digit Numbers

Language Frames for starting discussions

I wonder (if, when, how, why) ______________. (Wonder)

What does the author mean by ______________? (Clarify)

How can it be true that _______________? (Be skeptical)

© Teacher Created Materials

Model Lesson
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Eagles

Directions: Read or listen to Eagles.  Then, choose the best answer for each 

question.  You can use the text to help you.

1. Eagles live —

A near eaglet hatcheries

B close to people

C in high places 

2. The organizational structure the author uses helps the reader —

A learn facts about eagles

B understand the effect of killing eagles

C compare eagles to eaglets

3. The reader can tell —

A eagles are small birds

B aeries are a work in progress

C eagles live in deserts

4. Aeries means —

A the zodiac sign for someone born in March or April

B the nest of an eagle

C the top of a cliff or a mountaintop

STAAR Spotlight Comprehension Assessment

Name: __________________________________  Date: _____________

103627—STAAR Spotlight Comprehension Assessment: Grade 2
© Teacher Created Materials

Frog and Toad Are in Trouble
Directions: Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question.  Then, fill in the answer on your answer document.

1. The main purpose of this selection is to —
A show how many different kinds of amphibians there areB describe the amphibians’ habitats
C persuade the reader to worry about the future of amphibiansD tell the reader how to help amphibians

2. Read these sentences.

At least 43% of all amphibian species are declining in population.  Fewer than 1% of species show population increases.

 Based on this information, the reader can infer that —
A the species of amphibians are getting larger
B not many species of amphibians are growing
C amphibians are one of the largest groups of animals in the worldD amphibians are only found in wetlands

3. Why are the habitats of amphibians disappearing?
A Amphibians get infected and die.
B There is too much water pollution.
C Lots of rain forests are being cut down.
D Amphibians are being caught for exotic pet trade.

4. What does paragraph 4 suggest?
A Other beings could die because of pollution too.
B Amphibians are less hurt by pollution than humans.C Pollution is the only reason why amphibians are dying.D There has been a decrease in water and air pollution.

STAAR Spotlight Comprehension Assessment

Name: ___________________________________________  Date: ___________________

1

103649—STAAR Spotlight Comprehension Assessment: Grade 4
© Teacher Created Materials

Comprehension Skill:  Generate Questions (Grades 3-5)

Objectives

• Learn to generate questions before, during, and after 
reading text.

• Use text and text features to clarify meaning and 
ask questions.

Introduce the Comprehension Skill
Use the following details to introduce and describe the 
comprehension skill.
• Readers generate questions to make sense of texts. Questions help readers focus, find deeper meaning, and 

clarify information. 
• Ask questions to engage. Be curious about the topic. Guess what will happen.

• Ask questions to clarify. Ask about unfamiliar words. Ask about confusing details.

• Ask questions to challenge. Question details that are hard to believe.

• Encourage students to ask questions before, during, and after reading.
Model the Comprehension Skill
• Read the first half of the passage aloud, modeling fluent reading.

• Think aloud before, during, and after asking questions that make you engage,  clarify, or challenge. 

• Use sentence frames below to help generate questions and discussion.  __________________________

Practice the Comprehension Skill 
• Have students read the passage.• Have students record questions they have before, during, and after reading.  ______________________

• Encourage students to use language frames below.  _______________________________________

• Discuss in small groups which questions were asked and answered or remained unanswered. 

Reflect

Come together as a group. Have students 
discuss when this skill is used and why readers need to ask questions throughout reading. Language Frames for Establishing Purpose for Reading

I wonder (if, when, how, why)  ____________ . (Engage)
What does the author mean by  ___________ ? (Clarify)
How can it be true that  ________________ ? (Challenge)

Suggested Passages for Instruction
• Don’t Go in the House
• The World News: Math, Metal, and Bubbles
• They Were Here First
• Thailand Sightseeing Guide

000000—Model Lesson Template: Grades 6–8

© Teacher Created Materials

Model Lesson Template

Sick 
Lion

The
One day the lion, king of all the beasts, was extremely ill.  

He did not come out of his cave, but instead lay groaning and 

murmuring barely audible roars whenever anyone came near.  

The other animals did not know what to do.  For as long 

as they could remember, the lion had made all their decisions.  

They had long since forgotten how to think for themselves.

After much discussion, they agreed that they must visit 

him in his cave, for if they stayed away, he would certainly 

be angry and they would suffer.  Besides, in his current 

condition, he couldn’t harm them.

So, one at a time, the animals went to the royal cave.  

Some took him a gift, such as their best pieces of meat.  

Others just went to inquire about his health.  Large and 

small, each animal in the lion’s kingdom made its way to his 

dwelling.  However, the fox stayed away.  Eventually, the lion 

noticed that the fox never visited him.  So the king sent his 

servant, a hyena, to inquire why the fox was being so rude.

“Fox,” said the hyena, “you have displeased His Majesty, 

the lion.  Although he is desperately ill, you have not come 

to ask how he is feeling.  What excuse do you have for your 

disrespectful behavior?”  The fox replied, “Hyena, I would 

like to see the king, for I respect his wisdom.  Indeed, I once 

came right to the mouth of the cave bearing my best piece of 

meat as a get-well present.  Although I was anxious to see the 

king, when I got there I noticed something that made me too 

frightened to go in.”

“And what was that?” asked the hyena.

The fox replied, “I saw many pairs of footprints in the 

sand from all sorts of animals.  But they were all going one 

way—into the cave.  Not a single footprint came out.  I did 

not want to enter a place from which I would never return.”

The clever fox had fi gured out the lion’s devious plan.  

Believing he was sick and harmless, the animals he usually 

chased down for food came right into his cave—ending up as 

his next meal.
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LESSON 14

#11176 (i3199)—Targeted Reading Intervention, Level 6 
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Sight helps you see things in the world around you.  Your eyes send messages to your brain, 
and your brain tells you what you are seeing.  Eyesight is one of the most important ways people 
get along in the world.  Have you ever worn a blindfold?  If so, then you know how challenging life 
without sight can be.

The eye is an amazing structure.  The white part of the eye is called the sclera.  This is a 
coating that covers most of the eyeball.  The cornea is part of the sclera.  This part is clear and 
covers the colored part of the eye.  The cornea is like a window that lets light into the eyeball.  The 
iris and pupil are behind the cornea.  The iris is the part that has color.  The pupil is the black circle 
you see in the center of the iris.  The iris controls the amount of light that comes through the pupil.  
When it is dark, the iris makes the pupil bigger to let in more light.  When there is bright light, the 
iris makes the pupil smaller to let in less light.

Light that enters the eye then reaches the lens.  The lens focuses the image onto the back of 
the eyeball, called the retina.  The retina sends a message to the brain, and the brain tells you what 
you are seeing.

Sight
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#11174 (i3183)—Targeted Reading Intervention, Level 4 © Teacher Created Materials
© Teacher Created Materials

Sight helps you see things in the world around you.  Your eyes send messages to your brain, 

and your brain tells you what you are seeing.  Eyesight is one of the most important ways people 

get along in the world.  Have you ever worn a blindfold?  If so, then you know how challenging life 

without sight can be.
The eye is an amazing structure.  The white part of the eye is called the sclera.  This is a 

coating that covers most of the eyeball.  The cornea is part of the sclera.  This part is clear and 

covers the colored part of the eye.  The cornea is like a window that lets light into the eyeball.  The 

iris and pupil are behind the cornea.  The iris is the part that has color.  The pupil is the black circle 

you see in the center of the iris.  The iris controls the amount of light that comes through the pupil.  

When it is dark, the iris makes the pupil bigger to let in more light.  When there is bright light, the 

iris makes the pupil smaller to let in less light.Light that enters the eye then reaches the lens.  The lens focuses the image onto the back of 

the eyeball, called the retina.  The retina sends a message to the brain, and the brain tells you what 

you are seeing.
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#11174 (i3183)—Targeted Reading Intervention, Level 4 
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